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%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib,pylab
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig
from pylab import *
from numpy import *
from scipy import linalg,ndimage
from scipy.ndimage import 
interpolation,filters,morphology,measurements,fourier
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft2,ifft2

def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v)

def show(image,*args,**keys): 
    pylab.gray(); imshow(real(image),*args,**keys);  
savefig("temp.png") 

       

Let's take a typical quality control problem.  Here is an image of four pieces of chocolate.  Lucy has taken a bite

out of one of them and we don't want to ship the chocolates this way.  Let's use machine vision to identify the

piece of chocolate that's too small.

image = (imread(DATA+'chocolates.png')[:,:,0]<0.5)
show(image) 



       

First, we need to get rid of the smallish noise components.  We do this by binary opening with a small structuring
element.

image = morphology.binary_opening(image,ones((5,5)))
show(image) 



       

Next, we'd like to get rid of the "holes" in the chocolates that are due to specular reflections.  There are several
ways we can do this, but a simple one that works here is to use a binary closing.

image = morphology.binary_closing(image,ones((9,9)))
show(image) 



       

Now we generate a label image, an image in which each separate connected component is assigned a different

integer value.

labels,n = measurements.label(image)
show(labels) 



       

The find_objects function takes a label image and computes the bounding box of every  object.

It returns the bounding boxes as a list of tuples of slices; we can actually use these to subscript the original image

and extract subimages.

bounding_boxes = measurements.find_objects(labels)
show(image[bounding_boxes[0]]) 



       

If we want to know the area, of an object, we sum the value "1" over each region occupied by each label.

We can see immediately that the last object has substantially less area than the first three objects.

measurements.sum(ones(labels.shape),labels,[1,2,3,4]) 

       [13981.0, 13806.0, 13403.0, 11864.0]

If we want to find its location, we can use its bounding box, or we can compute its center of mass (centroid).

measurements.center_of_mass(image,labels,4) 

       (373.95566419420095, 359.96788604180716)

Compactness



Let's also compute the compactness of each object.  Recall that the compactness of an object is its area divided
by the square of its boundary.

boundaries = image - morphology.binary_erosion(image,ones((3,3)))
show(boundaries) 

       

For computing the boundary lengths, we can actually just sum the pixels on the boundary using the same label

mask as before.

areas = array(measurements.sum(ones(labels.shape),labels,
[1,2,3,4]))
blengths = array(measurements.sum(boundaries,labels,[1,2,3,4]))
print areas
print blengths



print areas/blengths**2 

       
[ 13981.  13806.  13403.  11864.]
[ 570.  616.  586.  512.]
[ 0.0430317   0.03638367  0.03903074  0.04525757]

We see that object number 2 has the least compactness, because of its wiggly right side.  Nibbling off the corner

of the fourth chocolate has made it the most compact object, though not by much.

Moments and Orientations

Although it's not very useful, since these objects are fairly symmetric, let's compute the covariances and the
orientation of these objects.

For the moments, we need to compute sums of the form:

To compute this efficiently in NumPy (and other array languages), we compute two auxiliary arrays using
meshgrid, one containing the x coordinates, the other containing the y coordinates.  Note that meshgrid takes its

arguments in the opposite order as array indexes.

With these auxiliary arrays, we can express something like  simply as xs*I

indexes = arange(4)+1
d0,d1 = image.shape
xs,ys = meshgrid(range(d1),range(d0))
subplot(121); imshow(xs)
subplot(122); imshow(ys)
savefig("temp.png")
subplot(111) 
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<matplotlib.axes.AxesSubplot object at 0xc28a0ac>

First, compute  over each region.  Then, compute  and  over each region.

s1 = array(measurements.sum(ones((d0,d1)),labels,indexes))
sx = array(measurements.sum(xs,labels,indexes))
sy = array(measurements.sum(ys,labels,indexes))
print s1
print sx
print sy 

       
[ 13981.  13806.  13403.  11864.]
[ 2104414.  4869747.  2014703.  4270659.]
[ 1802715.  2298184.  4215798.  4436610.]

From these sums, we can compute the centroids.

 ∑x,y 1  ∑x,y x  ∑x,y y



mx = sx/s1
my = sy/s1
print mx
print my
print measurements.center_of_mass(image,labels,indexes) 

       

[ 150.51956226  352.72685789  150.31731702  359.96788604]
[ 128.94034761  166.46269738  314.54137133  373.95566419]
[(128.94034761461984, 150.51956226307132), (166.46269737795163,
352.72685788787481), (314.54137133477582, 150.31731701857794),
(373.95566419420095, 359.96788604180716)]

Now, let's compute the sum of the squared coordinates.

sxx = array(measurements.sum(xs**2,labels,indexes))
sxy = array(measurements.sum(xs*ys,labels,indexes))
syy = array(measurements.sum(ys**2,labels,indexes)) 

       

From these, we can compute the centralized moments.

mxx = sxx/s1 - mx*mx
mxy = sxy/s1 - mx*my
myy = syy/s1 - my*my
print mxx
print mxy
print myy 

       
[ 1118.5762034   1112.71121115  1075.86804825   929.68094779]
[  38.39942171   21.06821902   -1.86409403 -285.26288705]
[ 1224.92699019  1200.9736556   1162.3707983   1185.46415032]

The orientation is given as follows.

angles = 0.5*arctan2(2*mxy,mxx-myy)
angles 

       array([ 1.25808489,  1.34809422, -1.54926012, -0.99612986])

Let's plot the orientation on top of the image itself.

show(image)
for i in range(4):
    x = mx[i]
    y = my[i]
    c = cos(angles[i])
    s = sin(angles[i])
    plot([x],[y],'ro')



    plot([x,x+50*c],[y,y+50*s],'g-')
pylab.show()
savefig("temp.png") 

       

Looks a little weird, doesn't it?  But it's actually pretty reasonable.  Objects 1 and 3 are almost completely

symmetric, so the direction of their major axis is not well defined.  Objects 2 and 4 are somewhat asymmetric,

and the orientation is in the direction of that asymmetry.

 

       

 

                 


